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 Apink. Category: Lulula.The Fat Sexless Mutton-Eating Deadbit Urine-Stained Deadbeat.Q: in python3, len on strings for a
long input string causes an error I have a txt file with a long string. In python3, I read the txt file like this: total_length =

sum(len(line) for line in open('myfile.txt', 'r')) The total_length should be 2000000. But the error occur: Traceback (most recent
call last): File "test_read", line 2, in total_length = sum(len(line) for line in open('test_read.txt', 'r')) NameError: name 'line' is

not defined If I use len on line, then it will be treated as a string rather than a list, so I am wondering if there is a way to sum the
length of all lines in the txt file in python3? A: Try: total_length = sum(len(line) for line in open('test_read.txt', 'r')) and As you
know, you can now edit your comment on a post and it will show up right next to your post. In order to be able to do this, you
must select the box to "automatically tag my replies". Once you have done that, all of your replies to posts will automatically

show up on that post, along with your comments. At this time, it appears that this does not include comments that are listed on
other threads (e.g. from the "Forum" tab at the top). I actually have posted more than 40 replies (as I don't do many posts in

general). Once I post I have to edit each post to add my comments. This is most likely going to have to change. At the very least,
it should be possible to edit a reply. I don't know how much of a mess I've got myself into. One of my first responses to

somebody when they did not quite get what I was trying to say was, "I don't know. Do you?". It is possible to 82157476af
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